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8. US advertising revenues will reach approx. $680
million in 2019, growth of over 40% from 2018.
Within the next five years MAGNA expects US
podcast NAR will top $1.2 billion

4. 90% of consumers listen to all or most of the
episode. This high completion rate suggests
podcasts
are
a
vehicle
for
engaged,
uninterrupted listening.
5. Podcasting is still an emerging ad format, where
audience measurement and cost transparency
need to improve to attract large ad spenders.
6. Nevertheless national consumer brands are now
starting to spend against podcasts in addition to

9. This is just 4% of the total audio advertising
market ($16 billion) and 20% of the digital audio
market ($3 billion), suggesting massive room
for growth.
10.Globally, the total audio market will be flat
around $29 billion in 2019. Digital audio spend
continues to grow while traditional linear
broadcast spend is on the decline.

“Podcast consumption has grown by +70% between 2016 and 2019, and ad spend has grown by
over +200% from a low base. MAGNA expects consumption and ad spend will continue to grow by
double-digits over the next five years, driven by increased awareness, increased reach and time
spent, new methods of content discovery, innovation in ad formats and targeting capabilities, and
improvement in campaign analytics” – Michelle Bovée

$39

Global Insights

3. There are an estimated 700,000 podcasts and
29 million episodes globally, on topics ranging
from daily news to the history of forks.

Podcast Advertising

7. Two-thirds of podcast NAR comes from host
read ads. Around half of ads are dynamically
inserted, while the remaining 40% are baked
in/edited in to the recording.

Podcast Publishing

2. The majority of podcast consumption, 65%,
happens on smartphones and tablets. Apple
Podcasts remains the most popular listening
platform in the US and globally.

Podcast Consumption

“Direct-to-Consumer” early adopters. The
majority of podcast ads are still direct response,
though brand awareness campaigns are
increasing.

Key Findings

1. As of 2019, 90 million Americans (32% of US
population 12+) are listening to podcasts at
least once a month and the reach is growing by
15% per year.

Appendix

KEY FINDINGS

Sources: Edison The Podcast Consumer 2019, IAB/PwC June 2019, MusicOomph, MAGNA
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KEY TAKEAWAYS
2. Reach will go over 50% in the next five years.

$39

3. Most podcast listening happens on smartphones and in the home.

Key Findings

1. Monthly listenership has doubled over the last five years, from 15% to 32%.

4. Podcast listeners are heavy audio media users overall.
5. Listenership will continue to grow by double digits, driven by increased awareness,
improved content discovery, and the ongoing content explosion.
Learn more on: atlas.magnaglobal.com
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MONTHLY REACH
Share of US Population 12+ that Listens to
Podcasts at least Once a Month

+113%

Podcasts are unique in that they typically do not live on
one platform, but are distributed by RSS feed to multiple
aggregators. The same podcast can be accessed through
almost any podcast app/platform. However, more than
half of podcasting consumption still comes from Apple’s
Podcasts app. Though Apple is the leading platform in
terms of consumption, the company has done little to help
monetize the service or improve content discovery,
according to publishers. Apple will likely continue to lose
share as other streaming services get more involved in
the space and apply algorithms similar to those used to
suggest music and video recommendations.

24%
21%

Podcast Advertising

17%
15%

2014

2015

2016

•
•
•
•
•

Smart speakers and voice assistants that make
streaming content easier and hands-free
Bluetooth and USB ports in cars, allowing drivers to
easily connect with their phone
Podcasts being turned into movies and TV shows (ex.
Dirty John, Serial)
Growing production budgets as major media
companies (iHeartMedia, Spotify etc) start to invest in
the sector
Experimentation with new formats and genres, ex.
radio stations broadcasting syndicated podcasts,
podcast ‘audio dramas’ read by ensemble casts.
Enhancements to streaming platforms for improved
content recommendations.

2018

2019

EPISODE COMPLETION RATES
5% 2%

MAGNA expects that podcast listenership will continue
to grow by double digits over the next five years, driven
by increased awareness as well as:
•

2017

Podcast Consumption

Podcast listeners tend to be dedicated to the format. 25%
of weekly listeners spend three to five hours per week on
podcasts, and another quarter listen for over five hours
per week. Once an episode has been downloaded, the
majority (80%) listen to it within the first two days. 90%
of listeners consume most or all of each episode; only 5%
listen to less than half.

26%

52%

41%
$39

Entire podcast
Less than half

Podcast Publishing

In 2014 just 15% of the US population (12+) listened to
podcasts at least monthly, around 42 million people. By
2019, 32% of Americans (90 million) regularly listen to
podcasts, up from 26% a year before. Weekly
consumption is also increasing rapidly: 62 million
(approx. 22%) listen to podcasts at least once a week in
2019, compared to just 23 million in 2014.

Global Insights

32%

Key Findings

The term ‘podcast’ was coined in 2004 as a portmanteau
of ‘iPod’ and ‘broadcast’. Though there were some early
publishers (e.g. NPR), podcasting only took off in 2014,
when Apple began automatically installing the Podcast
app on every iPhone. Also in 2014, NPR’s This American
Life launched Serial, a true crime podcast that quickly
went viral and drove awareness of the format.

Appendix

CONSUMPTION OVERVIEW

Most of podcast
Just the beginning

Source: Edison The Podcast Consumer 2019 & Infinite Dial, MAGNA
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HOW CONSUMERS LISTEN

Device used most often by US monthly users 12+

Smartphone
Smart Speaker

Podcast Advertising

Other

42%
25%

2015

Source: Edison The Podcast Consumer 2019

WHERE CONSUMERS LISTEN
Percentage of US monthly listeners 12+ who have ever listened to a podcast in location

At home

In car/truck

Podcast Consumption

90%

64%

On a walk

49%

While working out

43%
$39

At work

37%

On public transit

37%

Podcast Publishing

2019

Global Insights

Computer

55%

Key Findings

65%

As of 2019, an
estimated 54% of
the smartphone
podcast audience
uses Apple iOS,
and
43%
use
Android
(MusicOomph)

Appendix

3%

10%

Source: Edison The Podcast Consumer 2019
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• ON-DEMAND FANS. 80% of podcast listeners are
subscribers vs 66% in the general population (GWI 2018)

Netflix

• CONNECTED. Podcast listeners are also more likely to own a smart
speaker: around 20% of monthly podcast consumers have a smart
speaker device, compared to 14% of all internet users (GWI 2018)

CONSUMPTION VOLUME
•

On average, weekly consumers listen to 5.5 episodes
per week (MAGNA weighted average).

•

With 62 million total weekly listeners, that is an
average of 340 million total episodes per week, or
over 17.7 billion per year.

•

Stuff You Should Know alone recently surpassed one
billion total steams and downloads for its 1,000+
episodes.

•

Top publishers like NPR and iHeart both have monthly
unique audiences of around 20 million for their 200+
combined shows.

•

An estimated 18.5 million episodes are available on
iTunes.

•

The percent of consumers who listen to 11 or more
episodes per week reached 14% in 2019, up from 8%
just two years ago.

8%

14%

13%
One

17%

Two

20%

Three

21%

Four or Five

19%
$39

17%

Six to Ten
11 or More

24%

15%

16%
2019

Global Insights
Podcast Advertising

• SOCIAL MEDIA SAVVY. 94% are active on at least one social media
channel, 67% are daily Facebook users, and 52% daily Instagram
users. By comparison, 64% of all internet users are active on
Facebook daily, and 36% on Instagram (GWI 2018)

Podcast Publishing

• EDUCATED. 28% have an advanced degree, vs. 20% of the total
population (Edison 2019)

Podcast Consumption

• AFFLUENT. 41% have an annual household income of over $75,000,
vs 29% of the general population 12+ (Edison 2019)

Key Findings

• YOUNG. 30% of monthly podcast listeners are 16-24 and 33% are
25-34, compared to 25% and 29% of broadcast radio listeners (GWI
2018)

Appendix

WHO LISTENS TO PODCASTS?

16%

Source: Edison The Podcast Consumer 2019 vs 2017

2017
Learn more on: atlas.magnaglobal.com
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Over the next five years MAGNA expects listenership will
continue to grow by double digits (CAGR: 11%).
By 2023 we estimate almost half the population will listen to
podcasts at least once a month.

+34%

135
Global Insights

Monthly podcast consumption has more than doubled over
the last five years, from 42 million people to 90 million, 32%
of US population 12+.

123
111
101

2013

2014

73
Podcast Advertising

34

42

68

48

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

LONG TERM PODCAST CONSUMPTION FORECAST: WEEKLY
Growth of weekly podcast listeners has been accelerating
faster than monthly podcast listeners for two main
reasons: there is a smaller pool of weekly listeners, 62
million in 2019 (22% of population 12+); and once
people
start
listening
they
typically
increase
consumption over time.

We expect that weekly listenership will continue to grow
at a slightly faster rate over the next five years (CAGR:
12%), reaching 97 million people or one third of US
adults 12+ by 2023.

+36%

97
88

79
71
Stronger growth in 2015 (+25%)
as monthly listeners convert to
weekly

20

2013

23

2014

42

48

Key Findings

37

62

$39

28

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Podcast Publishing

59

90

Podcast Consumption

Apple Podcasts pre-installed with
iOS update, launch of Serial;
monthly listeners grows by +25%

Appendix

LONG TERM PODCAST CONSUMPTION FORECAST: MONTHLY

2023

Source: Edison The Podcast Consumer 2019; forecasts by MAGNA

Learn more on: atlas.magnaglobal.com
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SAMPLE LISTENER PROFILES

The Daily (New York Times)

Original

News

The Moth (with NPR PRX)

Radio Show

Society & Culture

The History of Rome (Mike Duncan)

Original

History

The History of the World in 100 objects (BBC)

Original

History

Homecoming (Gimlet)

Original

Drama

La Tete au Carre (France Inter)

Radio Show

Science

Real Time with Bill Maher (HBO)

TV Show

Comedy

The Daily Show (Comedy Central)

TV Show

Comedy

Late Night with Seth Meyers (NBC)

TV Show

Comedy

Football Weekly (The Guardian)

Original

Sports

Revisionist History (Pushkin Industries)

Original

Edutainment

Name: Michelle
Age: 29
Listens From: Stitcher (phone)
Frequency: 3 or 4 times a week
Time Spent: 45m-1 hour per session
Listens While: Cooking, cleaning, taking a walk
Favorite Shows

Type

Genre

Reply All (Gimlet)

Original

Edutainment

Revisionist History (Pushkin Industries)

Original

Edutainment

Committed with Jo Piazza (iHeart Media)

Original$39

Society & Culture

Conan O’Brien Needs a Friend (Earwolf)

Original

Comedy

The Dave Chang Show (The Ringer, Majordomo)

Original

Cooking

99% Invisible (Radiotopia)

Radio Show

Art & Design

The Moth (The Moth)

Radio Show

Society & Culture

Podcast Publishing

Genre

Podcast Consumption

Type

Key Findings

Favorite Shows

Podcast Advertising

Global Insights

Appendix

Name: Vincent
Age: 49
Listens From: Apple Podcasts (phone)
Frequency: Daily
Time Spent: 12 hours per week
Listens While: Commuting

Source: MAGNA interviews

Learn more on: atlas.magnaglobal.com
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SAMPLE LISTENER PROFILES

Original

Science

The Joe Rogan Experience (Joe Rogan)

Original

Society & Culture

Conan O’Brien Needs a Friend (Earwolf)

Original

Comedy

Guys We F****d (Luminary)

Original

Comedy

Podcast Advertising

Making Sense with Sam Harris (Sam Harris)

Name: Stefanie
Age: 37
Listens From: Apple Podcasts (phone)
Frequency: 4 times a week
Time Spent: 90 minutes per day
Listens While: Commuting
Favorite Shows

Type

Genre

Pop-Culture Happy Hour (NPR)

Original

Entertainment

TV Talk Machine (Tim Goodman)

Original

Entertainment

Download (RelayFM)

Original

Technology

Switched on Pop (Vox)

Original

Music

Gymcastic (Gymcastic)

Original

Sports

Code Switch (NPR)

Original

Political

Variety TV Take (Variety)

Original

Entertainment

One offs: Serial, Dirty John

Original

True Crime

Name: Katie
Age: 23
Listens From: Spotify (smart speaker, phone)
Frequency: 5 times a week
Time Spent: 30-60 minutes per session
Listens While: Getting ready for work, commuting
Title

Type

Genre

The Daily (New York Times)

Original

News

The Intelligence (The Economist)

Original

News

Revisionist History (Pushkin Industries)

Original

Edutainment

All Songs Considered (NPR)

Original

Music

The Big Story (AdExchanger)

Original

Media

NPR News Now (NPR)

Radio Show

News

$39

Podcast Publishing

Genre

Podcast Consumption

Type

Key Findings

Favorite Shows

Global Insights

Appendix

Name: Max
Age: 29
Listens From: Computer
Frequency: 5 times a week
Time Spent: 1-2½ hours per session
Listens While: At work

Source: MAGNA interviews

Learn more on: atlas.magnaglobal.com
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SAMPLE LISTENER PROFILES

Original

True Crime

True Crime Garage (True Crime Garage)

Original

True Crime

The Vanished (Wondery)

Original

True Crime

The Moth (The Moth)

Radio Show

Society & Culture

Lore (Aaron Mahnke)

Original

Horror

Name: Alice
Age: 22
Listens From: Spotify
Frequency: Daily
Time Spent: 2 hours a day
Listens While: Commuting, cooking, cleaning, social
media
Favorite Shows

Type

Genre

Crime Junkies (Audiochuck)

Original

True Crime

Ear Biscuits (Ramble)

Original

Edutainment

The TryPod (Ramble)

Original

Entertainment

Criminal (Radiotopia)

Original

True Crime

$39

Podcast Advertising

Casefile (Casefile)

Podcast Publishing

Genre

Podcast Consumption

Type

Key Findings

Favorite Shows

Global Insights

Appendix

Name: Brian
Age: 42
Listens From: Smartphone
Frequency: Twice a week
Time Spent: 2-3 hours
Listens While: Driving

Source: MAGNA interviews

Learn more on: atlas.magnaglobal.com
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1. The production of podcasts has exploded in the last few years. There are now more
than 500K podcasts available on Apple Podcasts and nearly 20 million episodes.
2. NPR and iHeart are the top publishers with nearly 40 million monthly unique
listeners and 200+ active shows.
$39

3. The Daily remains the #1 podcast and is now being spun off into a TV show on FX.

Key Findings

KEY TAKEAWAYS

Podcast Consumption

Podcast Publishing

Podcast Advertising

Global Insights

Appendix

PODCAST PUBLISHING

4. Comedy and “infotainment” shows continue to grow in popularity.
5. Siloing and windowing of content is still fairly uncommon.

Learn more on: atlas.magnaglobal.com
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PODCAST

PUBLISHER

GENRE

FREQUENCY

LENGTH

TYPE

1

The Daily

The New York Times

News/Politics

Every weekday

20-30 mins

Original

2

This American Life

This American Life/Serial Society & Culture

1X week

1 hour

Radio Show

3

Stuff You Should Know iHeartRadio

Edutainment

3X week

45 mins

Original

4

Up First

NPR

News/Politics

Every weekday

10 mins

Original

5

The Ben Shapiro Show

Daily Wire

News/Politics

Every weekday

1 hour

Original

6

Planet Money

NPR

Economy/Business 2X week

30 mins

Original

7

TED Radio Hour

NPR

Society & Culture

1X week

1 hour

Radio Show

8

Pardon My Take

Barstool Sports

Comedy

3X week

2 hours

Original

9

RadioLab

NPR

Edutainment

2X month

40-60 mins

Radio Show

10

Fresh Air

NPR

Society & Culture

Every weekday

50 mins

Radio Show

11

Hidden Brain

NPR

Edutainment

1X week

30-50 mins

Original

12

Wait Wait… Don't Tell
Me!

NPR

News/Politics

1X week

1 hour

Radio Show

13

Freakonomics

Freakonomics

Edutainment

1X week

50 mins

Radio Show

14

How I Built This

NPR

Economy/Business 1X week

30 mins

Original

15

Call Her Daddy

Barstool Sports

Society & Culture

1X week

30 mins

Original

16

TED Talks Daily

PRX

Society & Culture

Daily

10-20 mins

Original

17

99% Invisible

PRX

Art & Design

1X week

<30 mins

Radio Show

18

The Moth

PRX

Society & Culture

1X week

1 hour

Radio Show

19

NPR Politics Podcast

NPR

News/Politics

Every weekday

20-40 mins

Original

20

The Breakfast Club

iHeartRadio

Society & Culture

Every weekday

80-100 mins Radio Show

$39

Global Insights
Podcast Advertising

RANK

Some popular podcasts have been spun-off into TV
series’, for example Gimlet’s Homecoming (Amazon
Video) and Wondery’s Dirty John (Bravo).

Podcast Publishing

By comparison, as of May 2019 more news/politics (The
Daily, Up First), ”infotainment” (Stuff You Should Know,
Hidden Brain), and society & culture (This American life,
The Breakfast Club) shows rank among the top 20.

Blackout, for example, is a new audio drama starring Rami
Malek that premiered on March 19, 2019. Another audio
drama from the same studio (QCode), Carrier, stars
Martin Starr and Elliot Gould (among others), and will
launch before the end of the year.

Podcast Consumption

True crime podcast Serial brought a significant amount of
mainstream attention to podcasts in 2014 (and remains
the most popular podcast with over 250 million
downloads), but the genre is now declining in popularity.
Only one true crime show, Atlanta Monster, frequently
ranks among the top 20 podcasts.

MAGNA expects that comedy and info/entertainment will
continue to grow in popularity.
Short-form (5-10
minute) podcasts that are easily consumable on smart
speakers are another likely growth area, as are long-form,
story-driven podcasts read by an ensemble cast à la
traditional radio shows from the 1930s-1950s.

Key Findings

Though the top 20 shows remain fairly stable month over
month, content continues to explode: in June 2018 Apple
confirmed that there are over 550,000 active podcasts
available on their app, with more than 18.5 million
episodes (representing over 8 million hours of
programming). This is growth of over +18,000% from the
3,000 podcasts available in 2005.

Appendix

TOP SHOWS

Source: Podtrac May 2019
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Other major publishers include The Ringer (28
podcasts), Vox Media (75 podcasts), and Earwolf (35
podcasts).

RANK

PUBLISHER

MONTHLY
UNIQUES

ACTIVE
SHOWS

KEY SHOWS

1

NPR

20.4

55

Fresh Air, Hidden Brain, Planet Money, Car Talk, Here &
Now

2

iHeartRadio

19.1

165

How Stuff Works, Atlanta Monster, Sleepwalkers, The Ron
Burgundy Podcast

3

PRX

9.3

70

99% Invisible, The Heart, Everything is Alive, This Is Love,
Showcase

4

Wondery

8.5

66

Man in the Window, Inside Star Wars, The Shrink Next
Door, Dirty John

5

New York Times

7.8

9

The Daily, Modern Love, Still Processing, Popcast, The Book
Review

6

Barstool Sports

6.4

28

Pardon My Take, KFC Radio, Barstool Science, Gametime

7

ESPN

5.8

62

30 for 30 Podcasts Show, Pardon the Interruption,
$39
FiveThirtyEight Politics

8

WNYC Studios

5.5

51

The New Yorker Radio Hour, Snap Judgment, Nancy,
Aftereffect

9

This American
Life/Serial

5.1

2

This American Life, Serial

10

Daily Wire

3.9

5

The Ben Shapiro Show, The Andrew Klavan Show, The
Conversation

Global Insights

Spotify, one of the major players in streaming radio, is
not currently among the top podcast publishers, but is
taking steps to be more involved in the space. In February
2019 Spotify announced their acquisition of producer
Gimlet Media (Reply All, The Cut), along with services
provider Anchor FM. One month later, Spotify acquired
another podcast network, Parcast (Assassinations,
Kingpins).

Podcast Advertising

WNYC Studios, launched in 2015, is the podcast
producing and distributing subsidiary of WNYC (formerly
New York Public Radio). WYNC includes two NYC-based

Barstool Sports was originally a newspaper that has since
expanded into digital and audio content. As of 2018, an
estimated half of Barstool’s ad revenue comes from
podcasts.

Podcast Publishing

PRX launched in 2003 as a non-profit web-based platform
for digital distribution, review, and licensing of radio
programs. PRX has a large catalog of public radio
programs available on-demand, and launched their
podcast network Radiotopia in 2014.

Wondery is a podcast network launched in 2016 with
financial backing from 20th Century Fox.

Podcast Consumption

NPR, a non-profit membership-based media organization,
was established in 1970 by an act of Congress and serves
as a national syndicator for over 1,000 public radio
stations. NPR produces and distributes its own radio
content; however, member stations typically air a mix of
NPR content, PRX (Public Radio Exchange) shows,
WYNC shows, and locally produced programs.

radio stations and one New Jersey station and produces
nationally syndicated programs as well as local news
shows. WYNC also broadcasts daily news shows from
NPR and This American Life.

Key Findings

Traditional audio broadcasters (NPR, WNYC, PRX)
produce and distribute the majority of the top 20
podcasts. As of April 2019, NPR remains the top podcast
publisher in the US, with 55 active shows and a unique
monthly audience of 20.4 million.
iHeartRadio is
catching up fast, with an audience of 19.1 million (up
from 16.6 million in February 2019).

Appendix

TOP PUBLISHERS

Source: Podtrac April 2019
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Arrows indicate possible paths a brand could follow to
work with a podcast network and reach listeners however
they choose to consume podcasts. For example, a brand
and their agency partner could approach the New York
Times saleshouse to purchase and produce mid-roll spots
on two NYT properties, The Daily and Modern Love, which
their target audience listens to on Apple Podcasts
through their iOS smartphone.

firms like Megaphone, which provides audience targeting,
data, and measurement services for advertisers looking to
dynamically insert pre-recorded ads across their network
of associated podcasts.
Another option is for brands to work with podcast
networks like Midroll, which has a listening platform
(Stitcher) and distributes shows from a variety of
publishers, including NPR and PRX.

Advertisers and agencies can also work with podcast tech

Listeners
Smartphone

Computer

Smartphone

Apple Podcasts

Spotify

Stitcher

The Daily

Modern Love

New York Times

Dressed

Fw:Thinking

HowStuffWorks

Planet Money

99% Invisible

NPR

PRX
$39

NYT Saleshouse

Megaphone

Agency

Agency

Brand

Brand

Midroll

Global Insights
Podcast Advertising

SAMPLE VALUE CHAIN

Podcast Publishing

Listeners who are accustomed to listening to podcasts for
free may not embrace the subscription audio model.
Another complicating factor: premium services cannot
offer completely ad-free listening, since ‘baking in’ ads to
the podcast recording is still a fairly common practice.

Podcast Consumption

Siloing of content is still fairly uncommon.
Some
publishers, including Wondery, are experimenting with
subscription models (Wondery+) that allow users to
access content earlier than the general market
(windowing of content) and receive exclusive, ad free
shows (the “Netflix model”). Similarly, some publishers
only allow listeners to access their archives through the
publisher’s own app/website.

MAGNA does not expect to see a shift towards more
premium/subscription models in the short term.
Subscription podcast service Luminary, which offers adfree exclusive content for $8/month in addition to regular
(free) podcast listening, launched in April 2019 without
broad industry support. Major players The New York
Times and Spotify (who owns content producers Gimlet
and Parcast) both withheld their popular content from
the premium and non-premium Luminary platforms due to
their ad stance.

Key Findings

The podcast landscape is complicated by the fact that
almost all podcasts are available on almost any
distribution app. The same NYT podcast can be listened
to through Apple’s app, as well as Spotify, Stitcher,
RadioPublic, Overcast, etc. Listenership metrics
available vary depending on which app the listener goes
through and whether they stream or download.

Appendix

INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE

Brand
Learn more on: atlas.magnaglobal.com
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VALUE CHAIN
Smartphone

Aggregators

Media Agencies
Brands

Podcast B

Podcast C

Podcast D

Podcast E

Podcast F

Podcast Pure-Player

Radio Broadcaster/Media
Company

Podcast Network

Hosting Platform
Saleshouse

Publisher Saleshouse

Ad Tech Firm

Agency A

Agency B

Agency C

Brands

PLAYER PROFILE: STUFF MEDIA, PODCAST PIONEER, PURE-PLAYER
Stuff Media, the podcast division of HowStuffWorks, was spun off
and acquired by iHeartMedia in 2018. As of 2019, Stuff Media has
more than 25 shows and a library of over 10,000 episodes.
All podcasts are free and ad-supported, and can be accessed from
any of the major distributors (Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Stitcher,
etc.).
Sponsors are mostly big “disruption” start-ups targeting Millennials
(Blue Apron, Fiverr, SquareSpace) and the majority of campaigns
are direct response (DR) in nature.
Almost all ads are host read and dynamically inserted.
$39

Global Insights

Podcast A

Podcast Advertising

Ad Tech Firms &
Saleshouses

Podcast Hosting Platforms

Podcast Publishing

Publishers/
Networks

Computer

Podcast Consumption

Content

Smart Speaker

Key Findings

Device

Appendix

Listeners
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PLAYER PROFILE: MEGAPHONE, A PODCAST AD TECH FIRM
Appendix

Megaphone (formally Panoply) is a podcast ad
tech company that combines dynamic ad insertion
with Nielsen user data to provide targeting
capabilities.

Global Insights

Though they do not publish any content,
Megaphone works with a variety of podcast
publishers and networks, giving them access to
over 900 shows.
Ads that go through Megaphone are all
announcer/talent read, rather than host read, so
they can be inserted in any podcast from any time.

Currently, NPR’s network includes re-broadcasts of popular radio
shows as well as original podcast shows like Code Switch and
Planet Money.
As of April 2019, NPR remains the top podcast publisher in the
US, with 55 active shows and a unique monthly audience of over
20 million.
NPR sponsors include DTC DR companies like Blue Apron and
Airbnb, as well as advertisers in the tech, finance, and food and
beverage sectors.
$39

Podcast Consumption

NPR entered the podcast space in 2005 with a library of over 150
programs created by NPR and other member stations over the
years, including Fresh Air, All Things Considered, and Wait Wait…
Don’t Tell Me!

Key Findings

PLAYER PROFILE: NPR, RADIO BROADCASTER TURNED PODCASTER

Podcast Publishing

Podcast Advertising

Advertisers include large brands in the tech,
travel, and finance/insurance sectors.
These
categories are some of the early podcast adopters
(after DTC companies).

Learn more on: atlas.magnaglobal.com
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US PODCAST INDUSTRY: KEY PLAYERS
Spotify

iHeartRadio

Reply All

Assasinations

Spotify

Jelli

The Cut

Kingpins

Anchor

Crimetown

Mythology

Mogul

Gone

The Breakfast
Club*

Distributes

New York Times

20th Century Fox

The Daily*

Wondery

Fresh Air*

NPR

Modern Love

Dirty John

Planet Money

NPR One

Still Processing

Good Life

Car Talk

The Book Review

Sports Wars

Hidden Brain*

New York Times

Wondery+

SiriusXM/Pandora

NPR

Luminary Media

SiriusXM

Fiasco

Jenny McCarthy

Pandora

Hear to Slay

AdsWizz

Kevin Hart

Midroll

Marc Maron

Stitcher

Never Not Funny
Sklarbro Country
Love, Dad

Howl
Triton Digital

99% Invisible*

Serial

Criminal

Independent public radio
shows syndicated and
distributed through PRX

The Moth*
Sound Opinions
Hearts of Space

History on Fire

Vox Media

Earwolf

Radiotopia

Love + Radio

Luminary

E.W. Scripps

This American
Life*

Ear Hustle

Andy Cohen

Jason Ellis

Public Radio
Exchange (PRX)

This American
Life/Serial

Appendix

Parcast

Global Insights

CarStuff

Math & Magic

Gimlet

Podcast Advertising

Atlanta Monster

Disgraceland

iHeartMedia

Vox Podcast
Network
Pivot
Future Perfect

The Chernin
Group

Megaphone

Barstool Sports

Apple Podcasts

Pardon My Take*
Call Her Daddy*
KFC Radio

Google Podcasts
RadioPublic

The Hard Factor
$39

OverCast

The Weeds
Worldly

Podcast Consumption

How Stuff Works

iHeartRadio
Podcast Network

Key Findings

Stuff Media

Spotify

Podcast Publishing

iHeartMedia

* = one of the top 20 podcasts in the US
Parent Company

Podcast Show

Exclusive Podcast Platform

Podcast Network

Ad Tech Firm

Podcast App/Distributor

Ad Sales House

Learn more on: atlas.magnaglobal.com
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1. In the US, podcasts will generate nearly $700 million in ad sales this year (+40%).
2. Podcasts already account for 4% of the total audio media ad market ($16 billion).
3. Ad sales growth is driven by high CPMs, growing inventory and consumption.
$39

4. Dynamic ad insertion (already 50% of ad sales) creates programmatic opportunities.

Key Findings

KEY TAKEAWAYS

Podcast Consumption

Podcast Publishing

Podcast Advertising

Global Insights

PODCAST ADVERTISING

Appendix
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5. DTC brands were early adopters with direct response campaigns, but consumer
brands are now investing too with brand awareness goals.

6. Audience measurement and analytics remain the main issues/inhibitors to address.

Learn more on: atlas.magnaglobal.com
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The podcast market is still primarily ad supported, unlike
music streaming, which is around 60%/40% ads/
subscriptions as of 2018.
A few publishers (incl.
Wondery, Stitcher) do offer perks like early access to
content and partially ad-free listening in exchange for a
small fee ($3-$5/month). They cannot promise
completely ad-free podcasts due to the common use of
baked-in/edited-in advertising.

Over the next five years MAGNA expects podcast share
of the audio market will increase to 8%. The primary
factors that contribute to the decline of linear broadcast
radio (weak pricing, softening demand from key sectors)
are not found in the podcast space.

At this stage, podcast ad budgets are typically fairly
small, with advertisers seeing the spend as more of an
experiment than as an investment with provable return.
As the podcast market matures, MAGNA expects NAR
will continue to grow by double digits.

CPMs are typically higher than what is seen in the linear
broadcast space, due in part to the comparatively small
podcast audience and growing demand as more
advertisers across more sectors show interest in
experimenting with podcasts. Pricing remains a
challenge, as CPMs can range anywhere from $10-$25 for
pre- and post-roll spots to $20-$80 for mid-roll spots to
$70+ for highly sought-after shows.

We anticipate this growth will come from more brands
entering the space, as well as advertisers who are
already active shifting from experimental budgets to
dedicated podcast budgets. This is in line with the trend
seen in social, which has grown rapidly as brands have
seen ROI. Social now accounts for 30% of all digital
spend, compared to 3% just ten years ago, when social
advertising was beginning to gain steam.

US Podcast NAR ($m)

$1,204

Global Insights

The total audio advertising market is expected to decline
-1% to $16.2 billion in 2019 (see the US Ad Forecast for
more insights), making podcasting just 4% of the total
market. This suggests massive room for growth as
advertisers, including large CPG companies as well as
small DTC brands, turn to alternatives for linear
broadcast radio.

Podcast Advertising

Measurement is also a top challenge in the space. Most
platforms provide metrics around streaming listenership
and drop-off rates, but not whether or not a podcast has
been listened to once it has been downloaded.

Podcast Publishing

According to an IAB/PWC study, the podcast advertising
market topped $470 million in 2018, growth of over
+50% from 2017 NAR of $310 million. Within the next
five years MAGNA expects NAR will reach over $1.2
billion, compared to $100 million just five years ago.

Appendix

ADVERTISING REVENUE FORECAST

Podcast Consumption

$1,085
$960
$831
$679

Key Findings

$479
$314
$169

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

Source: Historicals: IAB/PwC (June 2019), Forecasts (2019-2023): MAGNA

Learn more on: atlas.magnaglobal.com
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ADVERTISING SALES BY CAMPAIGN TYPE

Source: IAB/PwC (June 2019)

Podcast ads are typically either:
1. Host read messages integrated into the podcast
recording (“baked in”), similar to the longestablished host-read ads in live broadcast radio.
2. Announcer/talent read (by someone other than the
host, ex. a voice actor hired by the creative team)
and dynamically inserted into the podcast through an
ad server based on precise audience targeting
programs.

Host Read,
63%
Source: IAB/PwC (June 2019)

Dynamically inserted ads, by contrast, lose the
authenticity of a baked in ad if they are not read by the
host, but they offer more scale and audience targeting
capabilities. The relatively small pool of podcast listeners
(compared to television, social, etc.) is a constraint on
audience targeting, as there is the possibility the pool will
become too small if too many criteria are imposed.

Currently, two thirds of NAR ($300M) comes from host
read ads. This share has remained relatively stable over
time. Regular listeners remain loyal in part because they
connect with the host, so having the host read the ad in
their own voice can be more impactful.

Host read and dynamically inserted ads combine the
best of both formats, and are expected to grow in share
over the next several years. The primary constraint in
this case is bandwidth. A popular host may be able to
record two or three different versions of an ad spot that
can then be used for various audience targets, but
recording 20+ spots based on different criteria would not
be feasible.

In 2015, when the podcast advertising market was still
very small (around $100M), baked in ads made up two
thirds of total podcast spend. By 2018 the podcast
market had more than quadrupled in size, and baked in
advertising, though still the dominant format, lost some
share in favor of dynamically inserted ads. MAGNA
expects that dynamically inserted advertising will
continue to gain share, especially host read dynamically
inserted ads.

Other podcast ad formats include sponsorships (“This
program brought to you by…”) and entire podcast series
created by brands. BMW, for example, collaborated with
the New York Times to create a six-episode podcast
series The Special, in which the host explores the food
scene in different US cities and promotes the X7 Spots
Activity Vehicle. McDonald’s created The Sauce with
Studio@Gizmodo to address the riots that broke out over
the limited return of the coveted Szechuan Sauce.

Baked in ads offer several benefits: a good host can
weave an ad segment into the content of the show,
making it seem more authentic. The ad has potential to
generate future interest, since it will be heard even if
someone is listening to the episode five years later.
Audience targeting is not possible with baked in ads,
however, and brands run the risk that the ad will no longer
be relevant to someone listening to the podcast at a later
date—especially if the campaign is seasonal or has a
promo code that expires.

Podcast Advertising

Edited-In/
Baked-In,
51%

Podcast Publishing

$479M

Podcast Consumption

$479M

Global Insights

Announcer
Read,
35%

Key Findings

Dynamically
Inserted,
49%

Appendix

Ad Sales by Ad Type

Ad Sales by Insertion Type
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$479M

52%

Branded Content

Source: IAB/PwC (June 2019)

In terms of advertising revenues, the #1 genre is
“News/Politics” with 18% of total 2018 ad sales
captured by series like The Daily, the NPR Politics
Podcast, and Up First. Comedy, Business and Education
each capture more than 10% of total ad sales. Combined,
the top four genres draw more than half of total ad
dollars ($270 million).
Scripted fiction (audio drama) is underdeveloped, with
just 4% of total ad sales. The genre may be lagging
behind due to the high production costs and limited
content availability so far, the competition of video
drama available on-the-go or downloadable on
smartphones, and possibly the awkwardness of ad
breaks in the middle of what is supposed to be an
immersive experience.
Nevertheless
original
podcast
dramas—like
Homecoming, Blackout, Welcome to Night Vale, Alice
Isn’t Dead or Limetown—saw advertising sales increase
+300% last year from a low base. MAGNA believes the
involvement of larger media companies in the sector is
bound to increase production budgets in the future and
make the genre ever more attractive.

Direct-to-Consumer (DTC) brands and tech startup like
Casper, Quip, Indeed, and Squarespace were among the
early adopters of podcast advertising, typically using it
to drive usage through promo codes. Now large,
traditional consumer brands like Chrysler and Starbucks
are getting involved too, with brand awareness
campaigns (almost 40% of total ad sales and growing).
Finally, branded content podcasts, like BMW’s The
Special, have emerged in the last couple of years and
now account for 10% of total NAR.

2018 SHARE OF
AD SALES

‘17-’18
GROWTH

News/Politics

18%

38%

Comedy

14%

31%

Business

13%

15%

Education

11%

10%

Arts & Entertainment

10%

-40%

True Crime

9%

26%

Technology

9%

-40%

Lifestyle

7%

18%

Scripted Fiction

4%

344%

Other (sports, kids, etc.)

5%

-48%

GENRE

Source: IAB/PwC (June 2019)

Global Insights

38%

In terms of campaign tactics, the majority of podcast ad
campaigns are still direct response.

Podcast Advertising

Brand Awarness

Podcast Publishing

Direct Response

Podcast Consumption

10%

MAGNA expects Comedy, Fiction, Lifestyle, Kids and
Education to grow in terms of listenership and ad spend.
Meanwhile, genres favored by early adopters, like True
Crime, Sports, Technology and Business, will remain
popular but will likely lose share as podcasting reaches
new audiences and more quality content becomes
available in other genres.

Key Findings

Ad Sales by Campaign Type

Appendix

ADVERTISING SALES BY CAMPAIGN TYPE AND GENRE
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•

Brands can capitalize on consumer engagement and
loyalty with host-read ads, which are particularly
impactful. A good host can weave the advertisement
into the show, providing contextual relevance and
authenticity.

•

•

A 2019 Nielsen Podcast Ad Effectiveness study,
measuring 50 campaigns over a period of 18 months,
found that podcast advertising can improve key metrics
such as brand awareness, ad recall, affinity,
recommendation, and purchase intent.

•

Brands can work with niche podcasts that closely align
with their message and values.

•

Skipping ads can be difficult, especially if the ad is
baked into the episode.

•

The typical podcast listener falls into high-value
audience targets: young (18-34), household income
greater than $75,000, urban, with a postgraduate
degree.

Uncluttered Environment. A typical 45-60+ minute
show has only four advertising spots, usually totaling no
more than three minutes of ads. A typical hour of talk or
music radio has an average of 14 to 17 minutes of

Inhibitors: What is Holding Back Brands
•

•

•

•

Audience measurement and campaign analytics are
the main issues that inhibit ad spend growth. The
campaign currency is often cost per thousand
downloads (CPD), regardless of whether the
downloaded episode is listened to or the ad is fastforwarded, rather than cost per impression (CPM).
CPM is the standard in most mature media formats.
Additionally, the granularity of campaign metrics
(unique listeners, frequency, desktop vs. mobile,
etc.) can vary based on the network/ad tech
company, type of ad, and how the consumer listened
to the podcast (streaming or download).
NPR’s Remote Audio Data (RAD) project and IAB’s
Podcast Technical Working Group are taking steps to
address these challenges and establish industry-wide
currencies and standards. The relative lack, and
inconsistency, of currencies and metrics will remain
a damper on ad spend from large consumer brands,
until a cohesive solution is implemented.
Cost varies considerably by publisher and ad
placement, with CPMs ranging anywhere from $10$80. This is considerably higher than local broadcast
radio (typically approx. $1). Because of the variance,

it is difficult to compare value across podcasts and
estimate the return on investment for branding
campaigns.
•

Brand safety. Host-read ads generally are not
scripted, as part of the appeal is having the host
speak in a natural way. This does, however, come with
a risk that the host will say something the brand does
not agree with.

•

Fragmentation. The podcast industry is cluttered with
small producers and distribution platforms, so
identifying the best fit for a campaign or a brand can
be time consuming in a way that can be
disproportionate to the budgets brands are prepared
to dedicate. MAGNA expects the industry will
consolidate, however, as major players like Spotify,
iHeart, and Pandora make strategic acquisitions.

•

Host-read ads are difficult to target and scale. Ads
that are pre-preproduced by other talent from the
brand/agency/production studio and then dynamically
inserted provide more options for targeting and reach,
but lose the authenticity and relevance that make
podcast ads valuable.

Global Insights

Once people start listening to podcasts their
consumption typically increases over time. According to
Edison studies, the number of consumers who listen to
11 or more shows a week has increased from 8%
(approx. 3 million people) to 14% (9 million) between
2017 and 2019.

Podcast Advertising

•

commercials. A 60-minute TV show has 12-15 minutes
of commercials.

Podcast Publishing

Podcasts offer brands an opportunity to reach a loyal
and engaged listener base.

Podcast Consumption

•

Key Findings

Drivers: Why Podcasts are Attractive for Brands

Appendix

AD MARKET: DRIVERS AND INHIBITORS

Source: MAGNA 2019, Nielsen 2018, Edison The Podcast Consumer 2019
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KEY TAKEAWAYS
1. Global audio NAR will be flat at $29 billion in 2019.
2. China has the largest podcast ad market due to the popularity of subscription-based
education podcasts.
$39

3. Comedy, education, news, and true crime are among the top genres worldwide.
4. Podcast consumption is typically higher in urban areas, which have a higher
population of early tech adopters.

Key Findings

Podcast Consumption

Podcast Publishing

Podcast Advertising

Global Insights

Appendix

GLOBAL INSIGHTS

5. Increased availability of content in local languages will be a key driver of growth.

Learn more on: atlas.magnaglobal.com
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Consumption is often higher in places where people spend
a lot of time commuting by car or train (ex. US 26% vs
Italy 11%). Japan is an outlier, however, with only around
8% of people listening to podcasts on a monthly basis.
Podcast consumers also tend to be social media users.
For instance 72% of Australians who listen to podcasts
also use Facebook once or more per day, compared to

Drivers vary by market, but include:
•

Increased availability of content in local languages

•

Improvements in cell phone service (ex. 5G rollouts)

•

Broader car connectivity (bluetooth)

•

Dissemination of best practices: proof of advertising
effectiveness and ROI from other markets

In addition to the general drivers seen in the US, as well:
increased awareness of podcasts, enhancements in
content discovery, etc.
Globally, the total audio advertising market will be flat in
2019 at nearly $29 billion. By 2023 MAGNA expects the
market will drop to $26 billion. As in the US, we expect
that digital audio—particularly podcasts—is a spot of
growth as traditional linear broadcast spend declines.

Global Insights

Podcast listeners tend to live in urban or suburban areas.
In Denmark, for example, around two-thirds of podcast
consumers live in urban areas and a quarter live in the
suburbs; only 13% live in rural areas. The same trend is
seen in Mexico (82% urban), India (72%), Germany
(56%), etc. (GWI 2018)

67% of all internet users. Similarly, 66% of podcast
listeners are on YouTube every day, vs 44% of total
internet users. (GWI 2018)

Podcast Advertising

In terms of consumption, the highest monthly reach is
found in Saudi Arabia (40%), Taiwan (39%), Canada
(36%), Sweden (33%), China (29%) and the US (26%).
The lowest consumption rates are found in Japan (8%),
Indonesia (10%), and Italy (11%) (source: Global Web
Index 2018, adjusted by MAGNA based on internet
penetration).

Appendix

GLOBAL REACH

% of Population that Listens to Podcasts at least Once a Month

36%

26%

29%

8%

18%

0% to 10%

19%

11% to 20%

22%

21% to 30%
31% and above

Key Findings

13%

24%

Podcast Consumption

Podcast Publishing

Adjusted by internet penetration

18%

Source: Global Web Index 2018 adjusted by internet penetration (International Telecommunication Union). US, Australia, and Canada are Edison 2019.
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China: A Subscription-Based Podcast Market
China is a unique podcast market: total revenues top $7
billion, more than half the size of the entire US audio
market ($13 billion). The bulk of that revenue, however,
comes from subscriptions, rather than ad sales. In China,
podcasts are part of the “pay-for-knowledge” economy.
Consumers are happy to pay for audio courses on
business, public speaking, investing, and a myriad of
other subjects, often with the goal of updating their skills
for a competitive job market. Penetration is one of the
highest in the world, with 53% of internet users (29% of
the entire population) listening to podcasts at least once
a month. 77% of monthly listeners live in urban areas,
and around a third have at least a university degree.

Japan: Podcast Market Relatively Untapped
The podcast industry in Japan remains very small, with
monthly podcast usage at just 8% compared to 53% in
neighbor China and 22% in South Korea. In terms of
content, there are relatively few independent, made-forpodcast shows; instead, podcasts are typically associated
with radio, with news outlets like NHK and Nikkei simply
repackaging existing radio shows into stream-able
podcasts. These are the most popular podcasts, along

UK: Radio, TV Broadcasters Dominate
Listenership in the UK is roughly in line with US
listenership, with around 25% of internet users consuming
podcasts at least once a month and weekly reach of
around 14% (six million adults 15+). Completion rates
are slightly below average, however, with only around 70%
listening to the whole episode and 60% listening to most
of the episodes they download. The top shows on iTunes
include several podcast versions of popular radio and TV
broadcasts. ITV’s Love Island: The Morning After, an
official discussion (sponsored by Uber Eats) of the reality
TV show Love Island, is currently the most popular show
on iTunes, followed by several BBC productions (incl.
That Peter Crouch Podcast and 13 Minutes to the Moon).
True crime (Man in the Window) and comedy (Athletico
Mince, Sh**ged Married Annoyed) are also among the top
ten.

Global Insights

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is home to some of the top
digital media consumption rates in the world, with 24
million monthly active Facebook users (over 70% of the
population) and the highest YouTube watch time per
capita globally. Podcasts are no exception, with around
40% of all Saudis listening to podcasts monthly. Podcast
production started fairly early in Saudi Arabia, around
2008, with the launch of shows like Saudi Gamer.
Homegrown podcast networks and initiatives like Podcast
Arabic, The Arabic Podcast, and MSTDFR promote Middle
Eastern content, and all of the top ten podcasts on iTunes
are in Arabic-language. Despite the relatively large and
engaged audience, Saudi podcasts have not yet been
heavily monetized. Instead, advertisers still rely heavily
on Pan Arab television. As podcasts continue to grow in
popularity and as producers can demonstrate the value of
their audience, we expect the size of the ad market will
increase.

Podcast Advertising

Around 19% Brazilians listen to podcasts on a monthly
basis, around 40 million people. A quarter report having
ever listened to podcasts, according to a 2018 IAB study.
Of the people who listen to podcasts, more than half
listen daily, primarily when on transit (79%) and doing
household chores (68%).
Large traditional media
companies like Globo Radio System and Grupo Estado
have gotten into the podcast space; Radio Jovem Pan
launched its own podcast platform in 2018, in partnership
with Triton Digital. The top genres are education
(Sardinhas do Mercado Financeiro, Poupecast), society
and culture (Academia CBN, Projeto Piloto), and news
and politics (Mamilos). The majority of the top ten shows
are local Brazilian podcasts in Portuguese, rather than
English-language international shows.

KSA: Listeners, not Advertisers, Support Podcasts

Podcast Publishing

Brazil: Portuguese Shows Most Popular

with English-language learning podcasts like Time for
English and Scriptless English Conversation Lessons.
Streaming audio in general is not very popular in Japan.
Record labels have historically been hesitant to offer
music to streaming services due to the enduring strength
of physical CD sales (still 80% of revenue in 2016, when
Spotify launched).

Podcast Consumption

22% of Australian internet users listen to podcasts at
least once a month, and 13% are weekly listeners. Once
Australians start regularly listening to podcasts they tend
to become devoted to the format: listeners average six
episodes per week (from five shows) and over 90%
complete all or most of each episode. The top podcasts
are a mix of local Australian shows like All In The Mind –
ABC RN (science/edutainment) and Who the Hell is
Hamish? (true crime/news) as well as popular
international series like Man in the Window and The Joe
Rogan Experience. Six out of ten Australian ad agencies
report currently using podcast advertising.

Key Findings

Australia: An Advanced Podcast Market

Appendix

INSIGHTS FROM SELECT MARKETS

Sources: Global Web Index 2019; IAB Australia; Apple iTunes; Arab News
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Fairy Tales for Adults
Man in the Window

Love Island: The
Morning After

Man in the Window
Bilingual News
El Podcast de
Alex Fernandez

Comedy

Podcast Advertising

Global Insights

Based on genre of the top show on iTunes/Apple Podcasts. The iTunes popularity rating algorithm takes into account the
number of new subscribers, number of downloads, searches, preview plays, etc., and as such is focused more on new and
trending shows. Podtrac rankings, used in the US section, are based on the average unique monthly audience.

Appendix

TOP GENRES AND TOP SHOWS ACROSS MARKETS

News & Politics
Society & Culture

True Crime
Conversations
The Daily Show with
Trevor Noah: Ears Edition

True Crime
Other

Source: iTunes June 2019

POPULAR SHOWS INTERNATIONALLY (ITUNES JUNE 2019)
Shows that are among the top 10 most popular on iTunes/Apple Podcasts in multiple markets

Man in the Window (true crime,
Wondery) is #1 in the US, Canada
Top ten in Australia, UK, Ireland, NZ,
etc.

The Daily (news, New York Times) is #1
in the Netherlands, Top ten in Belgium,
Greece, the US, Canada

On Purpose with Jay Shetty (self-help,
Jay Shetty) is #1 in India, Malaysia,
the UAE; top ten in South Africa,
Philippines, Singapore

TED Talks Daily (society & culture,
TED) is #1 in $39
Taiwan, Argentina
(Spanish), Hong Kong, top ten in the
Philippines, Canada, Greece, Japan

Stupid Genius with Emma Chamberlain
(comedy, Ramble) is #1 in the Philippines
Top ten in Greece, South Africa

The Chernobyl Podcast (TV & film, HBO)
Is in the top ten in India, Ireland, Poland,
the UK

Podcast Consumption

Sardinhas do Mercado
Financeiro

Key Findings

Health

Podcast Publishing

Education
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APPENDIX
US AUDIO ADVERTISING MARKET
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Local Radio

13,209

12,906

12,646

12,260

11,887

11,315

10,729

10,132 9,501

• Annual Growth

-2.3%

-2.3%

-2.0%

-3.1%

-3.0%

-4.8%

-5.2%

-5.6%

-6.2%

Network Radio

1,208

1,195

1,221

1,233

1,257

1,248

1,229

1,203

1,176

• Annual Growth

3.0%

-1.1%

2.2%

1.0%

2.0%

-0.8%

-1.5%

-2.1%

-2.2%

Total Linear Radio

14,417

14,101

13,867

13,492

13,145

12,563

11,958

11,335 10,677

• Annual Growth

-1.9%

-2.2%

-1.7%

-2.7%

-2.6%

-4.4%

-4.8%

-5.2%

-5.8%

• Share of Total Audio NAR

87%

85%

84%

83%

81%

78%

77%

75%

72%

Digital Audio Radio Broadcasters
(A)

1,005

1,124

1,196

1,235

1,274

1,310

1,347

1,372

1,399

• Annual Growth

3.3%

11.8%

6.4%

3.3%

3.2%

2.8%

2.9%

1.8%

2.0%

• Share of Total Digital Audio NAR

48%

46%

44%

43%

42%

38%

37%

35%

34%

Digital Audio Pure Players (excl.
Podcasts) (B)

995

1,167

1,189

1,202

1,249

1,302

1,365

1,416

1,472

• Annual Growth

30.7%

16910.0% 1.9%

1.1%

3.9%

4.2%

4.8%

3.8%

3.9%

• Share of Total Digital Audio NAR

47%

47%

44%

42%

41%

38%

37%

37%

36%

Podcasts (C)

106

169

314

479

679

831

960

1,085

1,204

• Annual Growth

--

60.0%

85.6%

52.6%

41.7%

22.5%

15.5%

13.0%

11.0%

• Share of Total Digital Audio NAR

5%

7%

12%

17%

22%

24%

26%

28%

30%

Total Digital Audio (A+B+C)

2,106

2,460

2,699

2,851

3,058

3,443

3,672

3,874

4,076

• Annual Growth

21.4%

16.8%

9.7%

5.6%

7.2%

12.6%

6.7%

5.5%

5.2%

• Share of Total Audio NAR

13%

15%

16%

17%

19%

22%

23%

25%

28%

Grand Total Audio

16,523

16,561

16,565

16,343

16,202

16,006

15,630

15,208 14,753

• Annual Growth

0.6%

0.2%

0.0%

-1.3%

-0.9%

-1.2%

-2.3%

-2.7%

NAR in million dollars

86%

Linear Radio Growth

Total Streaming Audio Growth

2023

-3.0%

Podcast Growth

60%
53%
42%
$39

21%

23%
17%
10%

13%
6%

7%

2018
-3%

2019
-3%

16%
7%

13%
5%

11%
5%

0%

-2%2015

-2%2016

-2%2017

2020
-4%

2021
-5%

2022
-5%

2023
-6%

Source: Historicals: IAB/PwC (June 2019), Forecasts (2019-2023): MAGNA; Audio data: MAGNA

Learn more on: atlas.magnaglobal.com
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APPENDIX
US PODCAST ADVERTISING FORECASTS
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

Monthly Listeners (millions)

48

59

68

73

90

101

111

123

135

• Annual Growth

13.3%

23.5%

14.3%

8.3%

23.1%

12.4%

10.0%

10.2%

10.4%

• Share of US Population 12+

17%

21%

24%

26%

32%

36%

40%

44%

48%

Average Revenue Per Monthly User

2.21

2.86

4.65

6.55

7.54

8.22

8.63

8.85

8.89

• Annual Growth

--

29.5%

62.4%

40.9%

15.1%

9.0%

5.0%

2.5%

0.5%

Podcast NAR (millions)

106

169

314

479

679

831

960

1,085

1,204

ARPU

2019
2023

$8.9
$7.5

$1.2 BN

$690 M

90

135

USERS (M)

About MAGNA
MAGNA is the centralized IPG Mediabrands resource that develops intelligence, investment and innovation
strategies for agency teams and clients. We utilize our insights, forecasts and strategic relationships to provide
clients with a competitive marketplace advantage.
MAGNA harnesses the aggregate power of all IPG media investments to create leverage in the market, negotiate
preferred pricing and secure premium inventory to drive maximum value for our clients.$39
The MAGNA Investment
and Innovation teams architect go-to-market investment strategies across all channels including linear television,
print, digital and programmatic on behalf of IPG clients. The team focuses on the use of emerging media
opportunities, as well as data and technology-enabled solutions to drive optimal client performance and business
results.
MAGNA Intelligence has set the industry standard for 67 years by predicting the future of media value. The
MAGNA Intelligence team produces more than 40 annual reports on audience trends, media spend and market
demand as well as ad effectiveness. To access full reports and databases or to learn more about our subscriptionbased research services, contact forecasting@magnaglobal.com.
Learn more on: atlas.magnaglobal.com
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Appendix
OUR REPORTS
•

US Ad Spend Forecasts (x4)

•

US Industry Reports (x2)

•

US Video Landscape (x4)

•

US Media Landscape

•

US Media Access (MAQ) (x4)

•

US Sports Reports (x1)

•

Global Ad Spend Forecasts (x2)

•

Global Inflation Reports (x3)

•

Global Category Reports (x1)

•

Media Economy Reports (MER) (x2)

•

Global Programmatic Reports (x2)

•

Market Profiles (top 10 markets) (x10)

•

Global OOH Report (x1)

ABOUT MAGNA INTELLIGENCE
•

MAGNA Intelligence is the leading source for insights and forecasts on the global advertising market place and
media economy, since 1950.

•

Produced by a New York-based analyst team supported by an international network.

•

Topics/metrics include net ad spend, ad sales, ad costs, media consumption trends and ad tech
(programmatic). Data and forecasts for 70 countries and 15+ media categories.

•

Deliverables include: reports, datasets, analysts briefings.

•

Free for Mediabrands employees. Accessible to third-party for a subscription fee.

•

Subscribed by 30+ major media/tech companies. Quoted by trade press and Wall Street.

Download Reports: Atlas.magnaglobal.com
OUR SUBSCRIPTION-BASED PACKAGE
$39

1.

COMPANY-WIDE ACCESS TO ALL MAGNA REPORTS

2.

ACCESS TO MAGNA “ATLAS” website and mobile app, to download reports and data

3.

ACCESS TO ANALYSTS for any questions on the research

4.

SUBSCRIBER CONFERENCES in New York, twice a year

Contact: Vincent.Letang@magnaglobal.com - Tutorial video: here
Learn more on: atlas.magnaglobal.com

